Abstract. Supernova (SN) 1987A has provided a unique opportunity to study how SN ejecta evolve in 30 years time scale. We report our ALMA spectral observations of SN 1987A, taken in 2014SN 1987A, taken in , 2015SN 1987A, taken in and 2016 We find a dip in the SiO line profiles, suggesting that the ejecta morphology is likely elongated. The difference of the CO and SiO line profiles is consistent with hydrodynamic simulations, which 1 2 Matsuura et al.
Introduction
Core-collapse supernovae (SNe) are important source of metal content in galaxies. Inside the stellar interior, metals are synthesised and newly synthesised elements are ejected from SNe, that enrich the interstellar medium of galaxies. So far, most abundance measurements of SN remnants have focused on detecting lines at X-ray, UV and optical wavelengths. Constraints obtained from these short wavelength spectra are limited to the atomic lines of the main isotope only. ALMA detection of molecules in SN 1987A provide a different angle in abundance measurements, by investigating isotope abundances in SNe, using molecular lines. Further, ALMA can investigate molecular chemistry occurring in early phase of evolution in SN 1987A. Here, we report our spectroscopic survey of SN 1987A from Matsuura et al. 2017 .
Observations and data reduction
ALMA obtained spectra covering a continuous spectral range from 210 to 300 GHz, in August and September 2014. Additionally, CO J=3-2 and 357 GHz HCO + J=4-3 was obtained on 2015 July 25th A series of slightly overlapping ∼2000 km s −1 wide segments were observed in sequence; whereas a typical SN 1987A ejecta line width is 2000 km s −1 (Kamenetzky et al. 2013) , so that one emission line can fill one ALMA spectrum segment.
ALMA Spectrum
In Figure 1 we show the observed spectrum of SN 1987A's ejecta, showing a variety of broad molecular lines. The strongest molecular emissions are attributed to SiO and CO. The emission at 267 GHz is associated with HCO + J=3-2, with some possible contamination from SO 2 . Other weak features are due to SO and 29 SiO. It has been thought that supernovae are molecule-poor environments, because hydrogen, the key element for chemical reaction, is expected to be rather deficient in SN ejecta, and because He + destroys molecules formed within it (Lepp et al. 1990 , Rawlings & Williams, Sarangi & Cherchneff 2013 . For young (<10 years old) SNe, CO and SiO had been the only molecules firmly detected (Matsuura 2017) , with a recent report of detecting near-infrared H 2 lines from SN 1987A (Fransson et al. 2016) . Now from our spectral line survey with ALMA, we have discovered SO and HCO + in the ejecta of SN 1987A. These detections add to the already detected molecules at millimetre wavelengths, CO and SiO, and likely 29 SiO (Kamenetzky et al. 2013 ). The ejecta of young SN remnants may represent at a much more molecule-rich environment than had been thought before.
Discussion

HCO
+ as a tracer of dense gas and possible requirement of mixing (Williams & Viti 2014) . There is a small fraction of C and O in the hydrogen envelope, because C and O were incorporated into the star at the time of star formation. However, the masses of intrinsic C and O are insufficient to account for the CO mass needed to generate substantial HCO + mass. Forming a large mass of HCO + may have been enabled by macroscopic mixing in the ejecta early phases after the SN explosion, and that process might mix C and O in the stellar core and H in hydrogen envelope. A classic picture of stellar nucleosynthesis is that the progenitor undergoes a sequence of nuclear reactions in the stellar interiors, making onion-type shells composed of multiple zones with discrete elemental abundances. Figure 2 (a) shows the radial distributions of element mass without mixing. This figure is based on explosive nucleosynthesis models for SN 1987A (Sukhbold et al. 2016 , Woosley 1988 and Woosley et al.1997 . Figure 2 (b) illustrate the effect of mixing; if there is some fraction of hydrogen mixed with carbon and oxygen. Instead of mixing elements completely, mixing might occur locally at the interfaces of the He and He-envelopes and the He and C+O zone, due to Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities (Müller et al. 1991 , Wongwathanarat et al. 2015 . The presence of a such large scale mixing at early times could have later resulted in a substantial mass of HCO + .
SiO and SiS chemistry
Chemical models predict that the majority of Si is locked up in silicate dust grains at day 1500, and not so much SiO is present (Sarangi & Cherchneff 2013 , Sarangi & Cherchneff 2015 . Our measured SiO mass is consistent with this hypothesis qualitatively, but not quantitatively. Our estimated SiO mass is 4×10
−5 -2×10 −3 M which is a factor of 16-800 larger than the theoretically predicted SiO mass of 2.5 × 10 −6 M (Sarangi & Cherchneff 2013). Nevertheless, Si atoms in SiO is only 3 × 10 −5 -1 × 10 −3 M which corresponds to less than 10 % of Si mass synthesised in the SN. Indeed, a large fraction of Si could be in silicate dust Chemical models (Sarangi & Cherchneff 2013) predict that the majority of Si is in SiS rather than SiO, and the predicted SiS mass is 4.4 × 10 −2 M . However, we find only small mass of SiS (< 6 × 10 −5 M ). We argue that a large SiO abundance and a small SiS abundance suggests the presence of some degree of mixing. Figure 2 (b) shows an example of a mixed case. At a time of 10 7 s (∼116 days) after the explosion, Si and S atoms are mixed with O atoms. The mixing enables one to form SiO more efficiently from co-existing Si and O atoms 4.1. Isotope ratios Our ALMA spectrum can cover the lines of SiO and CO isotopologues. That can be used to estimate lower limits for the isotope ratios of SN 1987A. Together with the Crab Nebula measurements of Ar isotope ratios (Barlow et al. 2013 ), SN 1987A is one of the first to estimate the isotope ratios for core-collapse SNe (Kamenetzky et al. 2013) . Fig.3 shows our ALMA lower limits for 28 Si/ 29 Si and 28 Si/ 30 Si, as a function of the assumed RADEX kinetic temperature. These ALMA lower limits are compared with theoretically predicted ratios from explosive nucleosynthesis models based on Sukhbold et al. (2016) .
The ratio of 30 Si/ 28 Si depends on the neutron excess, which depends on the initial metallicity of the star (Woosley 1988) . Lower metallicity gives a lower neutron excess, resulting in a smaller production of neutron-rich isotopes. Because 30 Si requires more neutrons than 29 Si, and even more than 28 Si, 28 Si/ 30 Si becomes even larger than 28 Si/ 29 Si at lower metallicity, compared to the solar metallicity. 
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